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Family Art Activity:  
A MOVEABLE FEAST 
“A Moveable Feast” is a community art project designed to give parents 
and their children the opportunity to capture and share experiences, 
memories, and family stories that come from our communal enjoyment 
of food.  

This family homework assignment is 
inspired by the art of Flo Oy Wong, a 
visual storyteller who was born and 
raised in Oakland’s Chinatown, where 
she worked in her family-owned 
restaurant. Influenced by the 
contemporary artists, Faith Ringgold, 
Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, 
and Joseph Cornell, Flo Oy Wong makes 
art that speaks of personal, family, 

community, cultural, and historical stories.  

We invite your family to contribute a personal work of art to this 
collaborative project honoring our school community. The art 
contributed by our families will be assembled for display in a community 
art installation that will begin taking shape during the month of March in 
celebration of Rooftop’s 40th Birthday on May 4th. With this Family Art 
activity, Rooftop begins a partnership with an esteemed artist whose 
work has been shown at the de Young Museum, the Oakland Museum, 
both the Angel Island and Ellis Island Immigrant Stations, and on The 
NewsHour with Jim Lehrer and KQED SPARK. 

In 2013, in celebration of 
Flo’s 75th Birthday, Rooftop 
students will have the unique 
opportunity to create an art 
exhibit inspired by “The 
Baby Jack Rice Story,” a 
visual art piece inspired by 
Flo’s husband Ed’s 
memories of childhood 
friendships growing up in the 
segregated South. In 

addition, Marcus Shelby will be commissioned to write an original 
musical composition, in conjunction with Flo’s birthday show sponsored 
by the Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center. 
After the works of art have been displayed in the 2013 APICC exhibit, all 
clearly labeled contributions will be returned. We hope that your family 
will enjoy giving expression to personal memories and family stories, as 
art helps us to create new Rooftop memories together. 

FLO OY WONG  
Visual Artist/Storyteller 

http://www.flo-oy-wongartist.com/ 

“Flo keeps the stories of both her family 
and others alive through her art.” 

“… We should all be so committed to remembering.  
We all know that we are connected to a long line of 

people who have displayed greatness and 
experienced tragedy.  May of us are disconnected 
from that history, perhaps glimpsing only bits and 

pieces of those who shaped us as individuals.  Flo’s 
gift is in giving clarity to those stories by raising the 

voices of the ancestors so that they are not 
forgotten. 

… There is a message: history can be repeated and 
people can still choose to defy the odds and learn 

more about that which may be unfamiliar, because in 
the end we’ll benefit from the understanding and 

perhaps come closer together as people.  The 
message may seem lofty, but the reality is clear.  It is 

the only way we will get past the separateness and 
division that is the hallmark of isolation and 

segregation.  Learning more about your neighbors, 
whose skin color may be different from your own, 
may be the start of bringing us closer together.” 

KIM CURRY-EVANS, DIRECTOR, 40 ACRES GALLERY 

Passages excerpted from  
Flo Oy Wong, “Whispers of the Past” 

 



Family Art Activity:  
A MOVEABLE FEAST  
Families will work together to create a mixed-media 
collage using materials, objects, images and words 
inspired by your family’s shared discussion about 
favorite foods.  Artists are encouraged to use a 
variety of materials and methods. 

A DISCUSSION FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY:  

Take some time to answer your child’s questions about 
your family recipes and discuss the kinds of foods that 
you might like to represent in your family art piece.  

• What kinds of foods do you enjoy? 

• Do you have a favorite family dish? 

• How is this dish prepared? 

• Is this dish served on particular occasions?  

• Are there special memories/stories that you 
would like to share about your chosen food? 

We encourage you to try cooking this dish with your child. Have fun passing on family traditions, memories 
and stories, while working together in the kitchen. 

DIRECTIONS FOR PARENTS & GUARDIANS:  Help your 
student to find materials, recipes and photos to represent 
your family food memory or create a group photo of your 
family (there are many different kinds of families).  This image 
will be placed in the center of your family food collage.  

Composition:  As you are placing the collage pieces, think 
about how the items look together. Consider color, scale, 
repetition of shapes, lines, texture when working with your 
materials.  Have fun decorating your base material and glue 
or tape family photos into your food collage.  Embellish your 
piece by drawing, painting, taping, gluing or even sewing on 
added details. 

STUDENTS: Please label your family food collage by clearly 
writing your first and last name, grade and teacher on the 
back, so we can return your artwork to you. You can 
include drawings or write a paragraph that can be attached 
to your collage, and ask the members of your family to 
write something too.  The actual recipe can also be 
attached, if you’d like to share your family favorites.  

Watch Family Art Activity video tutorial at: 
http://youtu.be/zNza5eRck-U 
 
Visit the Rooftop Art portfolio for more examples:  
http://tinyurl.com/75w75z8 

Please send your food collage in to school by  
MARCH 23RD.  We hope you enjoy this art activity! 

 

“A MOVEABLE FEAST” SUPPLY LIST:   

• Food packaging (bags, boxes) to use as 
 a  base for your mixed-media collage 

• Scissors, tape, glue stick, white glue, 
 stapler, needle and thread, string, yarn, 
 wire, etc. 

• Select images/objects that you can use 
 to tell the story of your favorite food:  
 Family photos, text from magazines, 
 newspapers, family letters, cards,  
 labels, recipes, etc. 

• Gather materials that can be used to
 embellish your collage:  Buttons, beads,
 ribbons, small charms  

• We encourage you to use recycled 
materials and found objects.   

• Please do not use any valuable materials 
or irreplaceable objects. 

 


